
 

 
 

Saint Christina’s School Bulletin 

Friday 4th March 2022 

 

Dear Parents, 

 

It’s been a great week! No inspectors, no inspectors and no inspectors! Three good reasons for a great 

week in anybody’s book, but particularly for us following last week’s visit. I am not able to say anything 

about outcomes as yet as the findings are being checked by the quality assurance team at ISI before being 

confirmed. This normally takes 2 to 3 weeks, after which they will ask me to comment on their draft report. 

A further two weeks is factored in for them to sign off and then I am able to formally announce the 

outcome and place it on our website. By way of reminder, the inspection was around compliance with the 

regulatory framework and is therefore a deeply unsatisfying ‘you are compliant’ or ‘you are not compliant’ 

outcome. 

 

Despite the inspection, as you will know from last week’s bulletin, the week was packed with so many 

things and this has not let up this week! We have been extremely busy with so many activities including the 

Year 2 educational visit to the Florence Nightingale museum, the visit of children’s author Alice Hemming, 

our very own Mardi Gras on Shrove Tuesday and our annual Ash Wednesday Mass to mark the beginning of 

Lent. On this note, the children are keen to use Lent as an opportunity to provide support for those who 

need food, water and shelter as a result of the conflict within Ukraine. More details will follow as Mr Burke 

and his team put together their full plans.  

 

UKMT: I would like to use this opportunity to draw your attention to one very significant outcome this 

week. You will know that I place great emphasis on intellectual curiosity and am constantly looking for ways 

in which we can provide opportunities for stretch and challenge. In this vein, you will know that we 

encourage the children to compete in a number of national competitions, and some of these are in Maths. 

One of these opportunities is the UKMT challenges. These are very exacting, and I will tell you that before I 

came to Saint Christina’s, I would enter my Key Stage 3 and GCSE pupils for these. The Intermediate 

Challenge is designed for GCSE pupils (14-16 year olds). We entered six pupils into the mix this year and all 

have acquitted themselves very well indeed, with 3 achieving Bronze placing them in the second quartile 

nationally – amongst GCSE pupils! I cannot overstate the scale of this achievement and am extremely proud 

of all six children. I thank Fr Rudolf for all he is doing for Mathematics in the School. 

 

Rubik Challenge: On this note, I am looking for my next generation of Rubik’s Cube masters. If you have a 

Rubik’s Cube at home, please will you dust it off and encourage your children to have a crack at learning it. 

Year 3 and above is a good time to introduce this sort of puzzling, and I am seeking to see if I can form a 

group of ‘Cube masters’ who will be able to share their talent with others in School. You will find a link to 

my Rubik’s Challenge towards the end of this bulletin. You will also see that full mastery of the cube is 

being able to complete it sub one minute and, for the most ambitious, one-handed! Yes, it can be done but 

we don’t time it! 

 

Covid Guidelines: We are all aware of the changes to the Covid guidelines again. Whilst the legal 

obligations have been removed and we are all being encouraged to ‘learn to live’ with the virus, we do 

need to maintain good sense and a level of precaution around our operational controls within School. 



Therefore, we are maintaining the same routines around handwashing, ventilation and the use of the air 

purification units. You will see that many staff will continue to use masks in public spaces and we will 

generally require visitors (including parents) to wear a mask (unless exempt for medical reasons) on 

entering the School. Full details around the new guidelines are included at the end of this bulletin; 

however, I should say here, that if a child tests positive for the virus, they will still need to stay away from 

School and isolate. They are able to test on the 5th and 6th day and if they are negative will be able to return 

to School. Thank you for your support in this matter. 

 

School Policies: Following a few enquiries, I wanted to remind parents that we maintain most of our key 

School policies on the School website. Included in these are critical policies such as Safeguarding, Anti-

bullying and our Complaints Procedure. These should be available for you to view at any time. However, if 

you are struggling to see a policy or if you would like a hard copy, you are welcome to ask for one at the 

School Office. 

 

Cakes: I do understand that some of you would like to mark a birthday or special occasion by sending cakes 

or other food into School. I would ask, however, that you don’t. We remain within a period where the 

infection rate is very high, and you will also understand that we have to be incredibly careful around 

allergies which is not so easy where we have not been able to control the preparation of the food.  

 

Uniform and Grey Coats: I would like to thank all of you who have acquired the School coat over the last 

few weeks. I realise that for some of you, the purchase of a coat is in process and would like to remind you 

that Parents’ Link have a supply of second hand coats in a variety of sizes. Please speak to your class rep 

who will be able to put you in touch with the Committee members. I am conscious that we relaxed the 

uniform code during Covid, but hope that we can now snap back to where we were previously. On this 

note, we have, with members of the parent body, reviewed the uniform list and will be reissuing this in 

time for September. There are no seismic changes and you do not need to worry about compulsory 

expensive new items sneaking into the fray, but we do hope that in its new format, it will be easier to 

follow. 

 

I hope that you have a good weekend. 

 

 
Alastair Gloag 

Headteacher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

DT in Year 6 

This half term, Year 6 have been studying the broad range of different health bars. They have realised that 
not all health bars are quite as healthy as their manufacturers make out – and in looking at the ingredient 
lists they have come to learn more about functions of the ingredients of the different bars. Allergies have 
also been taken into account in creating bars that can safely be shared with other people too! 

After designing and making a range of different health bars over the weekend, it was time to try them out in 
this afternoon’s lessons. With water bottles at the ready, the classroom was a hive of thoughtful testing out 
of different bars; one particularly enterprising group had produced a range of different bars, with flavours 
thought to appeal to adults too. I must admit that the hints of chocolate and orange in a health bar were very 
interesting… 

I think you can see for yourselves from the photos just how much enjoyment was derived from this exercise! 

NB. Our next stop is going to be to design wrappers for our bars, along with advertisements. 

Fr Rudolf – Year 6 Class Teacher  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 6 Mathematics  

Year 6 have been looking at logic problems towards the end of the week. Here is a typical logic problem 
that they will be trying – could you solve it? 

Lilly, Helen, Grace and Raffie each chose something to drink at the fair. 

The drinks on offer were coca-cola, lemonade, milk and water. 

Lilly didn’t choose coca-cola 

Helen only likes lemonade 

Grace only likes lemonade and water 

Which drink did each girl choose? 

 



Mardi Gras Celebrations 

On Tuesday 1st March, EYFS and Key Stage 1 celebrated Mardi Gras! 

We kicked off the day with a very special EYFS and Key Stage 1 assembly. We listened to Mardi Gras music 
and explored how different countries from around the world celebrate Mardi Gras. We even had a pancake 
race! 

Nursery, Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 then returned to their classes to decorate masks in gold, purple and 
green, the colours of Mardi Gras. We found out that gold represents power, purple represents justice and 
green represents faith.  

In the afternoon, every class, as well as Year 6, returned to the Hall for our very own Mardi Gras parade. Each 
class paraded around the hall with instruments to show off their masks and everything that they had learnt!  

Finally, each class was treated to pancakes. It was an interesting, exciting and delicious day! 

Mr Burke – Year 1 Class Teacher  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 5 Mass 

On Friday 24th February, it was wonderful to have KS1 and KS2 together for the first time this term in the 
chapel for Mass. The Mass was led by Year 5 to celebrate the end of our International Week. It was great to 
see the children dressed in their national costumes and colours. The children in Year 5 sang a number of 
songs in different languages and delivered their readings clearly. It was a beautiful celebration of different 
cultures. 

Mrs Ellisdon – Year 5 Class Teacher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



House Poetry Competition  

Well done to everyone who entered the House Poetry competition. The theme this year was linked to the 
Synod: Making our world a better place.  

Each entry gained a point for their house and each year group a 1st, 2nd and 3rd place was awarded with 
additional points. The entries were all fantastic and judging was another difficult task! The overall results 
were as follows: 

3rd place: St Joan of Arc 

2nd place: St Cecilia 

1st place: St Francis 

I hope that you enjoy reading our winning poems from each year group. 

Mrs Ellisdon – Head of KS2 

 

                          Year 6 – 1st place- Grace     Year 6 – 2nd place - Georgia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    Year 6 – 3rd place – Marta and Sloane 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                        Year 5 – 1st place- Sienna L                 Year 5 – 2nd place- Dia 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Year 5 – 3rd place - Amelia 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                            
                     Year 4 – 1st place – Gina 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                            Year 4 – 2nd place – Alice     Year 4 – 3rd place – Anna 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Year 3 – 1st place – Layla     Year 3 – 2nd place – Alex 

 

 

               Year 3 – 3rd place – Han Ya 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PE Update 

The miserable weather this week has not dampened the children’s spirits and they have continued to throw 
themselves into all the activities and sports on offer this week. We have had to adapt and move several of 
the outdoor lessons indoors.  

The Key Stage 2 classes have enjoyed taking part in a variety of team games aimed to develop and reinforce 
key sporting principles such as changing direction, coordination and hand eye coordination. The children 
particularly enjoyed the variations of dodge ball and bench ball they experienced.  

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next week the Key Stage 2 classes will hopefully begin their cross-country lessons and will have a trial run 
and practice ready for the Inter House cross-country races, which will take place in the children’s longer PE 
lesson the following week (week commencing Monday 14th March).  

The children in Key Stage 2 should come prepared with their football boots or an old pair of trainers and their 
long football socks. As well as this, children should bring a carrier bag to keep their boots/shoes after they 
have run the race.  

Mr Artur and I have really enjoyed the KS2 football club, which has been running on Mondays while we have 
been unable to complete against other schools in fixtures. His club has been really enjoyable and the children 
have made notable improvements during the term.  

As a school, we are now able to take part in fixtures once again, so as a result the Monday football club will 
no longer be taking pace. On Monday, the Year 5 girls will be taking on Devonshire House in Netball and many 
more fixtures have been set up for the children at the start of the summer term.  

Year 2 have begun their gymnastics sessions and worked their way to a variety of stations focussing on travel, 
balance and arm strength. There were some fantastic performances and I look forward to updating you on 
their progress in the coming weeks.  

I am excited to inform you that in early April we will be having a visit from a top athlete who will lead a variety 
of fitness challenges for each Year group. We will have an assembly at the end of this term, which will provide 
us with more information and launch this sporting event. More information about this will follow in the 
coming weeks. 

 

Mr Raveney – Director of Sport 

 

 

 



 

Intermediate Mathematics Challenge Results, 2022 

The Intermediate Mathematics Challenge is an annual competition run by the United Kingdom Mathematics 
Trust (UKMT).  

One month ago, we reported that six of our girls had participated in this Competition, which is primarily 
aimed at students in Years 9, 10 and 11. 

The results arrived on Wednesday 2nd March, and we are delighted that three of our girls have been awarded 
Bronze certificates (with the other girls receiving participation certificates). 

The three girls who were awarded Bronze certificates were Grace (who was the best in school), Lilly and 
Helen. 

Well done to those three girls, whose scores place them in the top 25% - 50% of all participants nationally, 
all of whom have already spent at least three years at secondary school – and some are doing their GCSEs! 

Fr Rudolf Loewenstein – Teacher in charge of Mathematics 

 

Ash Wednesday Mass  

Ash Wednesday marks the beginning of Lent. This year it was on 2nd March and Year 4 were privileged to lead 
the school in this holy mass.  

Fr Rudolf reminded us about fasting, praying and almsgiving during this holy season.  Ash was sprinkled over 
our heads as a sign of repentance. Well done to the children in Year 4 who read clearly and sang beautifully! 

Ms Fernandes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2  

Year 2 have been learning about adding money and 
finding change by having some sweet treats and by 
playing Shopkeeper.  

The children loved seeing what treats they could afford 
and even tried to do some bargaining with the 
Shopkeeper! Some of the children challenged 
themselves to make different money amounts through 
making sums. 

Miss McQuillan and Mr Hirst – Year 2 Class Teachers 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Celebrating World Book Day 
2022 

We have had such fun over the last couple of 
weeks celebrating our love of reading and 
books.  

Book Fair 

Thank you to everyone who supported our 
annual Book Fair. It was once again a huge 
success and a large percentage of what we sold 
will go to the school so we can buy new books 
for our classrooms and for the library. 

 Most of the books which were ordered at the 
Book Fair have now been delivered to the 
children but we are still waiting for a few titles 
to arrive. 



Author visit 

We were extremely fortunate to have a visit from Alice 
Hemming this week. Alice is a children's author who 
writes for children of all ages. She has had over 50 books 
published in the UK and internationally, including 
picture books and chapter books.  

It was wonderful that Alice was able to come in to school 
to meet the children. She led three very engaging 
workshops with EYFS, KS1 and KS2. The EYFS enjoyed 
listening to one of her stories and Alice taught them how 
she gets her inspiration for writing her stories and who 
helps to put a book together, including an illustrator and 
a publisher.  

The children also took part in a practical activity 
where they had to find a leaf and then find a 
partner who had the same colour and shame shape 
leaf. The children were delighted to be able to take 
their leaf home and start making up stories.   

The children in KS1 learnt about Alice’s books, the 
writing process and listened to Alice read one of 
her books. They had the opportunity to create their 
own character for a story and were excited to 
continue to tell their stories once they got back to 
class. 

KS2 enjoyed learning about the writing process and 
the importance of planning and editing work to 

keep improving. They were able to come up with their own book titles to inspire them to write stories. 

I was impressed with the questions that all of the children asked throughout the sessions. 

For those children who ordered The Leaf Thief, there has been an unexpected delay to receiving these books. 
They are currently on their way to Alice but have had a slight delay on a Cargo ship. She is expecting them at 
the end of the week and will deliver them to school as soon as she has them (hopefully next week). 

 

World Book Day 

We loved celebrating World Book Day on 
Thursday. The children looked absolutely 
fantastic in their outfits.  

We had such a huge array of characters 
portrayed from princesses to superheroes, 
animals to characters from classic children’s 

books. Many of the teachers also enjoyed joining in with the dressing up! 
We started the day with assembly, with the highlight being guess the 
teacher behind the book!  

Throughout the day, the children took part in many different book related activities such  

as book and  author quizzes, writing about their favourite book character, and sharing stories with each other.  

It has been yet another very successful World Book Day this year! 



 

The Nursery had great fun listening / rapping to the World Book 
Day Song!  

The children recognised loads of books from the video. In the 
afternoon, they settled down with their snacks and listened to the 
Stick Man story.  

 

 

Year 2 had a fun, book-filled day where the 
children all dressed up as a character from 
one of their favourite books. Some of the 
characters we had included 'The Cat in the 
Hat', 'Willy Wonka' and 'Mary Poppins'! The 
Year 2 team came dressed up too. We had 
three little pigs, a mummy pig and a big, bad 
wolf!  

The children explained their character to the 
class and some of the children read excerpts 
from the book their character is from.  

They then recreated book covers of their 
favourite book, thinking carefully about what 
information was needed on the front cover, 
spine and back of the book.  

Their lovely creations will be put up on display in the Year 2 classrooms. 

 

Year 3 enjoyed writing all about the characters that they were dressed up as and the book that they come 
from. They also took part in a World Book Day quiz.  

 

 



The children in Year 5 enjoyed dressing up as their favourite book character. It was wonderful to see some 
children were inspired by a book that they are reading in Literature Circles club. They enjoyed sharing who 
they were dressed as and wrote some fantastic character descriptions using high level adjectives, similes and 
personification. Throughout the week the children have enjoyed reading in obscure places!   

 

Year 6 held a book sharing session where they discussed and recommended books for each other to enjoy. 
This was followed by a Book Quiz. Four books were presented to the class library, with the highest scorers on 
the quiz being allowed to pick the new books before everyone else! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reception have had a wonderful world book day! We have had classrooms full of dinosaurs, fairy-tale 
princesses, princes and witches, enough animals to fill a zoo and many more!  

We listened to the stories each character wandered out of, and listened to the amazing illustrator Axel 
Scheffler read some of the stories he has worked on, and show us how he draws the characters in a special 
online session. We were able to find lots of books that he has worked on in our class libraries!  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Mr Gloag’s Rubik’s Cube Challenge 

I would like to challenge our children to learn to do the Rubik’s Cube. I know it will take some mental 
energy and commitment to crack it, so I wanted to set my challenge in a way that might mean that as many 
who can, will have a go! There will be prizes for those who complete the cube.  

The challenge has steps that you can tick off as they go along. If you think you can complete the cube or the 
more advanced challenges, you will have to demonstrate it to the Headteacher and your Class Teacher. 

You can find the solution to the cube online at https://www.youcandothecube.com/solve-it/3-x-3-solution 
where there are both written and video instructions. You can also get 

 

Challenge What does it look like Tick when you 
can do it 

Level 1: Beginner 
Can form the basic cross on 
one side 

 

 

Level 2: Intermediate 
Can complete a side in one 
colour 

 

 

Level 3: More Advanced 
Can do one colour and build 
up to the middle of 4 other 
sides (green on the base is 
complete and red and yellow 
are two of the four bands). 

 

 

Mastering the cube: 
Can complete the cube 
 
 

 

 

Dominating the cube: 
Can complete the cube sub 1 
minute.  
 
 

 
Receive the Rubik Master badge to 

wear on your blazer in assembly 
 

 

Extreme domination: 
Can complete the cube one 
handed 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.youcandothecube.com/solve-it/3-x-3-solution


 

 

Please follow us!  

One of the ways in which we hope to keep you informed about, and 
involved in, your child’s experience at Saint Christina’s School is our 
online presence, so don’t forget to follow us on social media. You 
can find us on Instagram or Facebook. 

It is so lovely to have the opportunity to document the 
spontaneous activities that happen here at the school, and the 
beauty of social media is that we are able to share it with you 
almost instantaneously. We will regularly be posting photos and 
videos of day-to-day life at the school, so be sure to have a look! 

 

Miss Chloe – Marketing and Communications  

 
 
 
Saint Christina’s School Covid Testing Summary 

What to do if your child is unwell: 

If your child is displaying any of the three main covid symptoms: 

 a high temperature  

 a new, continuous cough  

 a loss or change to their sense of smell or taste – this means they have noticed they cannot 
smell or taste anything, or that things smell or taste different to normal 

 

You need to arrange for a PCR test. 

If your child is unwell with symptoms other than those above, examples below:  

 headache 

 sore throat 

 aches and pains 

 runny nose 

You should arrange for your child to have an LFD test. Please note that this is not an exhaustive list and we 
recommend that your child takes an LFD if they are unwell in any way. 

Other times when we recommend that your child take a test: 

1) If your child has been identified as a close contact (for example if someone in their class has 

tested positive) – 7 days of LFDs (to be taken in the morning before coming to school). 

When to isolate 

If your child has any or the three main symptoms listed above, they must isolate pending the result of 
their PCR. 

If your child tests positive on an LFD or PCR then they must follow government guidelines and isolate for 
up to ten days.  

https://www.instagram.com/saint.christinas.school/
https://www.facebook.com/saintchristinas


https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/when-to-self-isolate-
and-what-to-do/ 

Please note confirmatory 
PCRs are not required 
following a positive LFD.  
The ten day isolation period 
can be reduced following 
two negative LFDs taken on 
day 5 and the morning of 
day 6 (the tests must be 24 
hours apart). Until such a 
time that 2 negative LFD 
tests have been taken 24 
hours apart from each other 
(the first on the morning of 
the 5th day) your child must 
continue to isolate for up to 
ten days. 

 

Spring Recital 

To any families who may be interested, please see flyer below for a Spring Recital by our new Peripatetic 
Music Teacher, Mr Pun.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/when-to-self-isolate-and-what-to-do/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/when-to-self-isolate-and-what-to-do/


 
Dates for your diary 

 

Date Event 

 

Monday 7th March   Year 5 Netball Fixture – away game 
 

Friday 11th March   Year 3 Sacrament of Reconciliation 
  

Monday 14th March   Year 5 & 6 Football Fixture – away game  
 

Wednesday 16th March   Year 4 Book Sale 
 

Thursday 17th March   Prospective Parents Open Morning 
 

Friday 18th March    Science Workshops  

 Year 6 Mass  

 Parents’ Link Quiz Night – PM  
 

W/C Monday 21st March   Parent/Teacher Meetings via Google Classroom TBC – further 
details to follow  
 

Monday 21st March   Head from St Mary’s Ascot visiting  
 

Wednesday 23rd March   House Music  
 

Friday 25th March   Year 1 Mass  

 Mini Movie Night for EYFS – TBC  

 Deadline to bring non-perishable food into school for Fr Terry’s 
Food Bank 
 

Tuesday 29th March   Year 6 Passion Play Performance to Year 6 parents – 11.00am  

 School closes for Easter Holiday – Please see collection timings 
below: 

 
              11.50 – Year 6 Class  

 

              12:00 – Nursery & Reception Classes  

              12.10 – Year 1 to Year 3 Classes 

              12.15 – Year 4 and Year 5 

Tuesday 19th April  Staff INSET 
 

Wednesday 20th April  Children return – Children to wear Summer Uniform  
 

Wednesday 27th April  Athlete visit  
 

 

Please note: Policies can be found on the School Website – please click link below: 

https://www.saintchristinas.org.uk/our-school/policies/ 

https://www.saintchristinas.org.uk/our-school/policies/

